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Abstract. The task of real-time hand gesture recognition is extremely chal-
lenging due to a number of DOFs of hand pose and motion. However, for hu-
man-robot interaction in natural ways, gesture can provide a powerful interface
tool for commanding a robot to perform a specific task. This paper presents a
vision-based real-time gesture recognition system by segmenting the three larg-
est skin color components and template-matching techniques with multiple
features. Gesture commands are generated whenever the combinations of three
skin-like regions at a particular image match with the predefined gestures.
These gesture commands are sent to robots through a knowledge based soft-
ware platform for human-robot interaction. The effectiveness of our method has
been demonstrated by interacting with an entertainment robot named AIBO.

1   Introduction

Research on humanoid robots has been increasing rapidly for the last decade. Recent
advances in computer science and robotics make robots more applicable to our daily
life. Robots and human will co-exit with sharing and co-operating tasks according to
Symbiotic Information System (SIS) concept [1]. However, most robots so far still
lack of the ability to interact with user in natural ways and work independently. Re-
cent technologies for multi-modal communication can provide various communica-
tion channels like voice and gestures. Using gesture to interact with a robot provides a
natural and powerful interface that can be used to command a robot to perform tasks
or to control its operations. Considering the facts it is necessary to develop efficient
and real time gesture recognition system to perform more human like interaction
between human and robot. Two approaches are commonly used to interpret gestures
for human machine interaction. One is gloved based approach [2] that requires wear-
ing of cumbersome contact devices and generally carrying a load of cables that con-
nect the device to a computer. Another approach is vision based technique that does
not require wearing any of contact devices with human body part, but uses a set of
video cameras and computer vision techniques to interpret gestures. Gesture recogni-
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tion based on vision technology has been emerging with the rapid development of
computer hardware of vision system in recent years and in future it will dominate in
both Human-Computer and Human-Robot interactions. For gesture interpretation
system gestures modeling is the first step that mainly depends on the intended appli-
cation of those gestures. Gesture modeling can follow appearance based or model
based approach. Model based approach is very hard to implement in real time because
they usually use very complicated algorithms to extract accurate joint angles. An
appearance-based algorithm is a strong tool for object recognition. Here, a variety of
object appearances are stored as a statistical model and used in the recognition task.
The gestures are modeled by relating the appearance of any gesture to the appearance
of the set of predefined template gestures.

Watanabe et. al. [3] used maskable template based on minimum distance between
template and partial block of an input image for gesture recognition. Hongo et. al. [4]
has developed a system that can track multiple faces and hands by using multiple
cameras to focus on face and gesture recognition. Utsumi et. al. [5] detected hand
using hand shape model and tracked using extracted color and motion. They also
propose multiple cameras for data acquisition to reduce the occlusion problem. But in
this process there incurs complexity in computations. However all this paper [3-17]
did not consider face and two hands gestures at the same time that we have consid-
ered here.

In this paper we present a simple and faster method for recognizing gestures with
skin-color segmentation and multiple features-based template matching techniques. In
this method three larger skin like regions are segmented from the input images by
skin color segmentation technique considering that face and two hands may be pres-
ent in the input images at the same time. Segmented blocks are filtered and normal-
ized and then compared with template images for finding best match. For template
matching we have used the combination of two features: correlation coefficient and
minimum (Manhattan distance) distance qualifier. If the combination of three skin-
like regions at a particular frame matches with predefined gesture then corresponding
gesture command is generated. In this experiment we have recognized eight gestures
as listed in Table 1. Gesture commands are being sent to robots through a knowledge-
based software platform and their actions are being accomplished according to users
predefined action for that gesture. A method has also been developed to detect left
hand and right hand relative to face position, as well as, to detect the face and locate
its position. We have prepared template images with different illuminations to adapt
our system with illumination variation. In this method we have also considered
slightly rotated face for both left and right side to make face detection algorithm a
more pose invariant. As an application of our method, we have implemented a real-
time human robot interaction system using a robot named AIBO.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly de-
scribe skin-like regions segmentation, filtering as well as normalization. Section 3
focuses on multiple features based template-matching techniques for face and hand
poses detection and gestures recognition method. Section 4 presents our experimental
results and discussion. Section 5 concludes this paper.
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2   Skin Color Segmentation, Filtering, and Normalization

This section introduces a color segmentation based approach for determining skin
parts (mainly face and hands) from color images. This system uses video camera for
data acquisition and from color input image isolate three larger skin-like regions by
using skin-color information.  HSV or YIQ color model is used for skin color seg-
mentation, since color footprint is more distinguishable and less sensitive to illumina-
tion changes in the hue saturation space than the standard RGB color space. We use
YIQ (Y is luminance of the color, I, Q are chrominance of the color) color represen-
tation system since it is typically used in video coding and provides an effective use
of chrominance information for modeling the human skin color.

          (a)

       (b)            (c)              (d)

Fig. 1.  a) Sample skin region, b), c) and d). Y, I, Q distributions respectively

The RGB image taken by video camera are converted to YIQ color space and thresh-
old it by the skin color range [6]. Fig. 1., shows sample skin region and corresponding
Y, I, Q distributions for every pixels. Chrominance component I, play an important
role to distinguish skin like regions from non-skin regions, because it is always posi-
tive for skin regions and negative for non-skin region. Locations of the probable
hands and face are determined from the image with three larger connected regions of
skin-colored pixels. In this experiment, 8-pixels neighborhood connectivity is em-
ployed. In order to remove the false regions from the isolated blocks, smaller con-
nected regions are assigned by the values of black-color. Noise and holes are filtered
by morphological dilation and erosion operations and normalization is done to con-
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vert the segmented images to gray images and resized the image as template images
size. Sample output of the skin-color segmentation is shown in Fig. 2.

         
(a) TwoHand      (b) LeftHand      (c) RightHand    (d) PointLeft

        
   (e) PointRight      (f) One                (g) Two            (h) Three

Fig.  2. Sample output of Skin color Segmentation and filtering

3   Face and Hand Poses Detection for Gesture Recognition

3.1 Hand Poses and Face Detection Using Multiple Features Based Template
Matching

As template-matching approach is a more natural approach of pattern recognition, we
use it to recognize gesture from an unknown input image. First we have prepared
noise free version of faces and hands as templates as shown in Fig. 3. To support
small rotation we included some slightly rotated images within our template images.
To adapt illumination variation we have formed templates in different illumination.
For template matching we have considered two features: one is maximum correlation
coefficient and another is minimum distance classifier (Manhattan distance) between
two same size images. Correlation coefficient is calculated using following equation,

/t t tM Pα =  (0<α t 1)     (1)

where Mt is total number of match pixels (white pixels with white pixels and black
pixels with black pixels) with t-th template, Pt is number of total pixels in t-th tem-
plate and t is a positive number. For exact matching αt is 1, but for practical environ-
ment we have chosen threshold value for αt through experiment for optimal matching.
Minimum distance can be calculated by using following equation,
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where, I(x, y) is the input image and G1(x,y), G2(x,y),----------,Gt(x,y) are template
images. There is more than one way to define t corresponding to different ways of
measuring distance. Two of the most common are: Euclidean metric and Manhattan
metric. In our experiment we have used Manhattan metric. For exact matching t is
0 (zero) but for practical purpose we have used a threshold value through experiment
for finding optimal matching.

Fig. 3. Example template images

We have combined output of these two matching methods to make our system more
accurate to recognize gestures. In our method we have grouped template images into
eight classes (each for different hand poses), for example face class (C1) and left hand
class (C2) and right hand class (C3), etc. If max {αt}>th1 is true then corresponding
class (Cα) is identified and if min { t}<th2 is true then corresponding class (C ) is
identified, where th1 and th2 are thresholds for correlation coefficient and minimum
distance qualifier respectively. If both methods identified the same class then corre-
sponding class is detected, otherwise ignored.

3.2 Gesture Recognition

Similar calculation is done for all three segments simultaneously for a particular im-
age frame and with the combinations of three segments at a particular time form a
gesture. Gestures are recognized using rule-based system according to Table 1. For
examples: if two hands and one face are present in the input image then recognized it
as “TwoHand” gesture. If one face and one hand are present in the input image frame
then recognize it as either left hand or right hand respective to face position using
following equation,

  x xf hε = − (3)

where, fx is the x-coordinate of the centre position of face segment and hx is the x-
coordinate of the centre position of hand segment (when one hand is present). If the
distance  is negative then it is detected as “RightHand” gesture and if it is positive
then it is detected as “LeftHand” gesture. If pointing left hand present in the input
images then it is recognized as “PointLeft” gesture and similarly others gesture are
recognized. According to gestures recognition corresponding gesture command is
generated and sent to interact with robot through a knowledge base software platform
(SPAK) [7]. SPAK (Software Platform for Agent and Knowledge Management) con-
sists of a frame based knowledge management system and a set of extensible autono-
mous software agents representing object inside the environment and support human
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robot interaction and collaborative operation with distributed working environment.
Our approach has been implemented on a robot named AIBO.

Table 1.  Input segment combinations and corresponding gestures.

Three input segment combinations Gesture
Face Left hand palm Right hand

palm
Twohand

Face Right hand palm X Righthand
Face Left hand palm X LeftHand
Face/(no face) Point left hand X PointLeft
Face/(no face) Point right hand X PointRight
Face/(no face) Index finger raise X One
Face/(no face) Form V sign with in-

dex and middle fingers
X Two

Face/(no face) Index, middle and ring
fingers raise

X Three

[X=Absence of predefined hand or face poses]

4 Experimental Results and Discussion

This section describes experimental procedures, as well as experimental results of the
gestures recognition system and human-robot interaction system by gesture. This
system uses a standard video camera for image data acquisition. Each capture image
is digitized into a matrix of 320 240× pixels with 24-bit color. First we prepare pure
templates for face and different hand poses. All the templates are 60 60× pixels gray
images. Template images are consisted a total of 480 frontal images of faces, different
hands poses of different persons related to gestures. Fig. 3 shows the example tem-
plate images. We have tested our system for real time input images. The sample out-
put of our gesture recognition system is shown in Fig. 4(a). This shows gesture com-
mand at the bottom text box corresponding to matched gesture, in case of no match it
shows “no matching found”.
In this part we have explained a real time human-robot interaction system using rec-
ognization gestures. We have implemented this application by off-board configura-
tion that’s means gesture recognition program run in client PC, not in robot. We have
considered robot as a server and our PC as a client. Communication link has been
established through SPAK. Initially, we connected the client PC with SPAK server
and then gestures recognition program was run in the client PC. As a result of ges-
tures recognition program client PC has sent gesture commands to SPAK. In SPAK
we have designed frames corresponding to each gesture. After getting gesture com-
mand related frame is activated and robot acted according to users predefined actions.
Fig. 4(b) shows our experiment setup for human-robot interaction using gestures. The
actions of AIBO are: STAND, WALK FORWARD, WALK BACKWARD, TURN
LEFT, TURN RIGHT, KICK (by right leg), SIT and LIE in accordance with gesture
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“One”, “Two”, “Three”, “PointLeft”, “PointRight” “RightHand” “TwoHand”, and
“LeftHand” respectively. We have considered for human-robot interaction that ges-
ture command will be effective until robot finished corresponding action for that
gesture.

       

(a) Output for “LeftHand” gesture.     (b) AIBO STAND-UP for “One” gesture.

Fig.  4.  Sample output of gesture based human-robot interaction system.

5   Conclusions

This paper describes a real-time hand gesture recognition system using skin color
segmentation and multiple features based template-matching techniques. For the
matching algorithm we have used combinations of minimum distance qualifier (Man-
hattan distance) and correlation coefficient based matching approaches, that’s why it
is more robust than any single feature based template-matching techniques. We have
compared only precisely segmented images with templates, and used a group of tem-
plate for a single pose, that’s why it is more reliable and it has less computational
cost. One of the major constrain of this system is that the background should be non-
skin color substrate. If we used infrared camera then it is possible to overcome this
problem just by a minor modification of our segmentation technique, other modules
will remain the same.

We have also successfully implemented gestures based human-robot interactive
system using a robot named AIBO. A particular user may assign distinct command to
specific hand gesture and thus control various intelligent robots using hand gestures.
The significant issues in gesture recognition for our method are the simplification of
the algorithm and reduction of processing time in issuing commands for the robot.
Our next approach is to make the detection system more robust and to recognize more
facial and hand gestures for interaction with different robots such as AIBO,
ROBOVIE, SCOUT, MELFA, etc. Our ultimate goal is to establish a symbiotic soci-
ety for all of the distributed autonomous intelligent components so that, they share
their resources and work cooperatively with human beings.
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